Welcome to geosphere4d
Geosphere4d is a technology led geomatics and geospatial survey company, specialising in the use of leading
edge3D measurement and spherical HDR imaging technology to deliver bespoke 3D survey and 3D
documentation solutions within a broad range of market sectors including landslide and cliff monitoring
Our aim at geosphere4d is to ensure the comprehensive and effective education and promotion of 3D data
capture and its technologies to all our clients and potential clients in a broad range of application areas and
market sectors, providing clarity and reliability in the 3D survey marketplace.

Landslide and Cliff Monitoring
Geosphere4d has undertaken a number of monitoring projects of landslides and coastal cliffs, utilising static
terrestrial laser scanning techniques and vehicle and boat mounted mobile scanning systems, together with GPS
and precise levelling techniques.
An example monitoring project which we have been undertaking is Folkestone Warren Landslide. This landslide is
approximately 3km in length, located between Folkestone and Dover on the Kent coast and with the Folkestone
to Dover railway line running across the landslide.
Folkestone Warren has been subject to long term
monitoring, but as with any point monitoring survey
significant areas of the landslide structure are not
surveyed due to access, health and safety considerations
and number of actual monitoring points. At
geosphere4d we use tripod and vehicle mounted static
terrestrial laser scanning techniques to provide
comprehensive data coverage of the cliff areas, railway
track and sea defences to compliment the point
monitoring survey.

The 3D pointcloud data is used to generate cross
sections and surface comparison analysis providing
comprehensive analysis of all areas of the landslide,
from which informed decisions can be made on the
continuing monitoring and management of the
landslide and the identification of ‘hotspot’ areas
requiring additional or more frequent monitoring
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